
A Performance With Jane and Jake 
By Phoebe M. 
(Omniscient) 

We were standing in the crowd watching some type of dancing where 
the dancers kept their whole entire upper-body still while their feet went 
crazy. Every single beat they were moving their feet one way or the other, 
making so much noise nonstop. Did Jake and Jane both have the same 
opinion? When they were done they ended in this weird position where 
their toes were all the way across their back leg. After they waited a few 
seconds in the weird pose they all walked back to where they started and 
bowed once the judges rung the bell, they bowed to the judges and 
audience then to the musician that was playing music. While they were 
waiting for the judge to ring the bell Jake got a second to think about how 
crazy they looked. Jake thought they were wearing an unnecessary amount 
of makeup on, awkward and weird hair, plus awful dresses that were WAY 
TO SHORT!  But Jane thought thought what they were wearing was just for 
performance. Jane thought they had beautiful makeup on, pretty and fancy 
super poofy hair, and very beautiful (but short) dresses. When they walked 
on again they were in these very quiet shoes that looked very light (and the 
same outfits). They were super jumpy while they musician played a 
different tune. Every single movement their feet were super pointed, they 
were high on their toes, their movements were sharp, they kicked up high, 
and their upper body never budged. Jake thought why isn’t their upper 
body moving how weird, also why again with the outfits? what type of 
dance is this? While Jane thought wow they move so well and beautiful but, 
what type of dance is this? They ended with their foot pointed and crossed 
over their back leg. They did everything the same after that as they did the 
first time. Then they bowed and walked off the same. Jane turned to Jake, 

 “what type of dancing is that?” Jane asked. 
“Um maybe ballet and tap with their upper body still.” Replied Jake. 
“To me it looks like Scottish dancing.” Jane said. 
“No ballet & tap!!” 



“No Scottish dancing!!” 

Jane and Jake went 
on like that for a long time until their parents came back.( And if their 
parents didn't come back they probably would have went on forever). But 
little did they know it was irishdancing.So jane asked her mom,  

“What type of dancing is this?”  
“Um, I don't know let's search it up.” her mom replied. 
“Jane thinks it’s Scottish dancing, I think it is ballet & tap.” said Jake 
“Irish dancing, neither of you were right!” 

Neither 
Jane nor 
Jake was 
right . 
 
 
 
 
 



 
A Performance With Me And Jake 

(First Person Writing) 
I was standing in the crowd watching some type of dancing with Jake 

(my brother)  where the dancers kept their whole entire upper-body still 
while their feet went crazy. Every single beat they were moving their feet 
one way or the other, making so much noise nonstop. When they were 
done they ended in this weird position where their toes were all the way 
across their back leg. After they waited a few seconds in the weird pose 
they all walked back to where they started and bowed once the judges rung 
the bell, they bowed to the judges and audience then to the musician that 
was playing music. While they were waiting for the judge to ring the bell I 
got a couple seconds to think about what they were wearing. I thought they 
had beautiful makeup on, pretty and fancy super poofy hair, and very 
beautiful (but short) dresses. When they walked on again they were in 
these very quiet shoes that looked very light (and the same outfits). They 
were super jumpy while they musician played a different tune. Every single 
movement their feet were super pointed, they were high on their toes, their 
movements were sharp, they kicked up high, and their upper body never 
budged. WOW! I thought, they move so well and beautiful but, what type of 
dance is this? They ended with their foot pointed and crossed over their 
back leg. They did everything the same after that as they did the first time. 
Then they bowed and walked off the same. I turned to Jake, 

 “what type of dancing is that?” I asked. 
“Um maybe ballet and tap with their upper body still.” Replied Jake. 
“To me it looks like Scottish dancing.” I said. 
“No, ballet & tap!!” Said Jake. 
“No, Scottish dancing!!” 
 
 

 



 

Me and Jake went  on 
like that for a long time until our parents came back.( And if our parents 
didn't come back we probably would have went on forever).So I asked my 
mom,  

“What type of dancing is this?”  
“Um, I don't know let's search it up.” My mom replied. 
“Jane thinks it’s Scottish dancing, I think it is ballet & tap.” said Jake 

“Irish dancing, 
neither of you were 
right!!” Said my 
mom. Neither me or 
my brother Jake 
was right. 
  


